
Chemins is a fully integrated and scaffolded French-language 
program that builds intercultural communicative proficiency 
through a cohesive cultural approach within each unit. You can 
shape Chemins to fit your instructional goals and teaching 
style—all while delivering an engaging, personalized learning 
experience to each and every student.
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Features

Technology with options

• Chemins is built around a proven six-step instructional design, and has a communicative and cultural 
approach to language proficiency. 

• Each level is perfectly paced for a one-year course.
• Vocabulary is presented, practiced, and recycled in meaningful contexts.
• Culture is explored through an engaging multi-media approach.
• A variety of resources allow students to monitor and reflect on their own learning.
• French language is presented in context at the start of each unit, providing comprehensible input.
• Enrichment libraries with trade books expand unit themes and build literacy skills.

No two students, teachers, or classrooms are the same. At Vista Higher Learning, we recognize this and 
provide technology options that work for today and can grow with you for years to come. Whether your 
class is 100% digital or you only use technology to access teaching tools and resources, we can provide 
solutions that fit any curriculum or infrastructure. With Chemins, you have two levels of technology to 
choose from—Supersite and PRIME.

Everything the Supersite offers, plus: 

• Unique learning progression that focuses on 
student-directed learning

• Vocabulary Tutorials with speech recognition 
and diagnostics

• Grammar tutorials with speech recognition and 
diagnostics

• Self-check activities with diagnostics and 
remediation

• Web-enhanced readings with audio
• Digital Integrated Performance Assessment
• Video record and submit activities
• Group Chats 
• An interactive map with major cities and 

geographical features 

• Thousands of activities—many with auto-
grading and immediate feedback

• Instructional, cultural, and authentic streaming 
video presentations

• Authentic and cultural literary readings with 
audio-sync

• News and Cultural Updates
• Digital versions of the Student Edition
• All teacher resources—online Teacher Editions, 

scripts, answer keys, assessments, Activity 
Pack, I Can worksheets, and more

• Video Virtual Chat activities with native 
speakers

• Interactive maps with embedded audio and 
images

Contact your Sales Representative for Supersite access at vistahigherlearning.com/contact-a-rep

https://learn.vistahigherlearning.com/chemins/index.html
http://vistahigherlearning.com/contact-a-rep

